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WHAT
IS THIS
BOOKLET
ABOUT?
This booklet offers a selection of resources - articles, good practices , and
other readings - related to the topic of intersectionality. We invite you to
get immersed in the stories of amazing people, exciting political
developments, social initiatives and think of some question that you
haven’t thought about yet!

Some ground agreements:
Although the term is not new, recently it has become a trend. We find
“intersectionality” in films, literature, even in calls for proposals in the
third sector. However, using the term does not mean applying it in
practice.

Ground Agreement no. 1 – There’s always more intersectionality than you
can imagine. There is no end to knowledge and you can go as deep as
you desire in any topic, look for more intersections, invisible identities and
their interplay. And the beauty of it lies in the reasoning behind.

Without deeper understanding of each situation, it is easier to make
mistakes and remain blind to existing social injustice. If we do not pay
attention to complexities or, in other words, if we do not complicate, but
simplify things, we might still exclude others, reinforce existing
stereotypes and remain stuck in the established system of domination, of
oppressors and oppressed.

Ground Agreement no. 2 – Moving forward involves risk taking.
Oftentimes it might feel uncomfortable to discuss certain topics in public
or with certain groups. Without leaving the comfort zone, actual
perspectives and expectations for learning are quite low.
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Thus, in an effort to view things differently, the reader should be
prepared

for

difficult

moments,

unpleasant

thoughts,

or

even

defensiveness. This would mean that the seeds will have been sawn. If
they take roots and grow into plants, this would mean this mission has
been accomplished; and we should set sails for the next one.

Ground Agreement no. 3 – The reader should be careful with the notion
and design of “safe spaces”. Sometimes sticking to safe spaces,
prevents us of from engaging with the difficult topics, and eventually
prevents us from learning. At the same time, sticking to what we
already know, reinforces the established power dynamics and does not
foster any change. Therefore, we ask you to be brave and ready to step
out of your safety zone. It will reward you in the aftermath.

Enjoy the reading and stay safe, be brave!

WHAT IS
INTERSECTIONALITY?
The term has its roots in the Black
Feminist Movement of the USA,
attributed to Kimberle Crenshaw
(1989), an African-American lawyer,
and activist, who based her theory
on analysing a case under which a
black woman was falling into the
cracks of the legal system, being
discriminated on grounds of both
her race and gender. The term was
shortly introduced to wider issues of
social justice by Patricia Hill Collins as
“an analysis claiming that systems of
race, social class, gender, sexuality,
ethnicity, nation, and age form
mutually constructing features of
social organization, which shape
Black women’s experiences and, in
turn, are shaped by Black women”
(Collins, P. H. 2000).
Today, the term is mainstreamed
into feminist social justice discourse
and incorporates issues of multiple
discrimination expanding to all
possible identities, the combination
of
which
leads
to
social
marginalisation. The use of the
intersectional lens offers a new way
Way

of viewing social realities, thus
enabling either the individuals or the
communities to comprehend their
own realities positively, leading
eventually to an empowering effect.
Our complex mix of identities - race,
gender, social and economic status,
religion, age, ethnicity, language, etc
- all have a direct impact on the way
we are, on the ways we act in the
public sphere and on the ways we
take decisions on personal or social
matters. Paraphrasing K. Crenshaw’s
words, the intersectional experience
is unique and greater than the sum
of all separate discriminations one
might look into. The awareness of
this complexity leads to appreciation
of stories and experiences, thus
having an overall empowering effect
on the individuals and communities.
In terms of action and potential for
social
change,
intersectionality
highlights why single-issue blablabla

approaches
lack
capacity
to
introduce lasting change, while
usually perpetuating established
structures and norms. As policies for
social inclusion usually follow this
pattern, they enhance othering, and
imply that certain social groups are
better or superior to others and that
there is a desired social

social model to which we all,
regardless of our unique features
and identities, have to stick to or
aim at.
Although it is not a magical tool,
intersectionality is an approach that
allows us to see a world where there
are no others.

Reference:
Collins, P.H., 2000, Black feminist thought: Knowledge, consciousness, and the
politics of empowerment, 2nd ed. NY: Routledge

RESOURCES
GOOD
PRACTICES

TOOLKIT FOR
INTERSECTIONAL
MOVEMENT BUILDING

How can you build a stronger, more inclusive climate justice youth movement? And
why should you bother? This toolkit, written and assembled by volunteers from across
the Young Friends of the Earth Europe network, brings together intersectionality and
climate justice with a series of practical tips, workshops and more. Young Friends of
the Earth Europe is a grassroots network of young people and youth organisations
working collectively for social and environmental justice on a local, national and
European level. We organise events and inspire young people to take action on issues
ranging from climate change, food and agriculture and education for sustainability –
to ensure the voices of young people are heard in Europe and beyond.
Link:http://www.foeeurope.org/sites/default/files/young_foee/toolkit_for_intersectional
_movement_building.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3yPYdGZFgkAHpsCHpILvGEOwRRobz8ikTXVKrybngmS2kTJGUQEgDqnM

LA TIMES OP-ED:
“THE TERM ‘PEOPLE OF COLOR’ ERASES
BLACK PEOPLE. LET’S RETIRE IT”

Big Color Wheel V, 2018 — Oil on canvas — Photo: Jaime Acioli. Courtesy Gagosian
(Adriana Varejão / For The Times)
The idea of different groups of minorities working together to fight racism of all sorts
is fantastic, but any effort that sees the struggles of all minorities as a single
movement is actually harmful. Black women, for example, are a minority within a
minority — and we’re being left behind. Rectifying that means the work of inclusivity
has to go beyond being friendly to “women of color.” Perhaps the best place to start is
to retire that term altogether.
Link:
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/oped/la-oe-widatalla-pocintersectionality-race-20190428story.html?
fbclid=IwAR1imNcXlKjNjpUvY2cAlaxFc
U-Fw55H4hj_54mnlmMfBvbwsB6am51pT0

SHE WANTS WOMEN TO HAVE GOOD SEX. SO
SHE STARTED A WEBSITE WHERE THEY
CAN TALK ABOUT IT (SAFELY)
- CNN WORLD

That was the question put to women in a blog post published earlier this year in a
country that is deeply religious. "I want to give myself the opportunity to feel like a
woman and not just someone's mother," one reader, Laquo, responded in a blog post.
"Long story short, I'm looking forward to some excitingly toe-curling and back-arching
orgasmic sexual experiences this year." It's the kind of response that would surely
please Nana Darkoa Sekyiamah, the Ghanaian writer who posted the call-out on
Adventures from the Bedrooms of African Women, the blog she started 10 years ago
with a friend, Malaka Grant.

Link:
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/06/12/afric
a/ghana-sex-positivity-as-equalsintl/index.html?
fbclid=IwAR2whdFfz_FU3J5SRfKcV7Dv
0QToS2hl92ifUuCoWRQDX56fU8I4FVT0VI

BRITISH MUSLIMS LAUNCH
FIRST EVER PRIDE FESTIVAL
- METRO.CO.UK

British Muslims are launching their first ever pride festival at a time when the
community is ‘under attack more than ever’. The festival hopes to celebrate what it
means to be LGTBQI and Muslim and how they do ‘not have to choose’ between both
identities. LGBTQI charity Imaan is putting on the event to mark the 20 years it’s spent
supporting lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans Muslims. The show of solidarity followed
ongoing anti-LGBT education protests outside primary schools in Birmingham.

Link:
https://metro.co.uk/2019/09/22/british-muslims-launch-first-ever-pride-festival10788697/

SYSTEMIC RACISM EXPLAINED
- ACT.TV

A video on systemic racism, how it manifests, and its implications

Link:
https://youtu.be/YrHIQIO_bdQ

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES LEAD HUNDREDS
IN A MORE ACCESSIBLE PROTEST AGAINST
POLICE VIOLENCE IN MILWAUKEE JSONLINE.COM

Another world is possible! It just takes you and me to do our part.
The march, departing from Veterans Park, followed a route with fewer hills for those
using wheelchairs and other mobility aids, who were encouraged to lead the protest
in the front rows. Rest stops along the way offered medics, water, ear plugs and other
supplies. American Sign Language interpreters assisted throughout.
“People with disabilities weren’t really included in the marches,” said organizer Harvey
Ross. “It’s like that in society for the most part. People see us but we’re not
recognized.”

Link:
https://eu.jsonline.com/story/news/2020/06/07/milwaukee
-people-disabilities-lead-accessible-protest-policebrutality-george-floyd/3173136001/

GIRL, WOMAN, OTHER
BY BERNARDINE EVARISTO

Girl, Woman, Other is the eighth novel written by Bernardine Evaristo, published in
2019 by Hamish Hamilton. It follows the lives of 12 characters in the United Kingdom
over the course of several decades. The book was the co-winner of the 2019 Booker
Prize alongside Margaret Atwood's The Testaments, and has received over 30 Book of
the Year and Decade honours, alongside recognition as one of Barack Obama's Top 19
Books for 2019 and Roxane Gay's Favourite Book of 2019.[3] Its prizes include Fiction
Book of the Year at the 2020 British Book Awards where she also won Author of the
Year. It also won the Indie Book Award for Fiction, the Gold Medal of Honorary
Patronage and it received many nominations including being a finalist for the Orwell
Prize for Political Fiction, Australia Book Industry Awards and the Women's Prize for
Fiction. If someone is looking for a definition of intersectionality, completely void of
theory, this is the book to read.

Link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girl,_Woman,_Other

BUSY BEING BLACK
- PODCAST

Conversations focused on how marginalised, othered and vulnerable communities
are coming together in digital and virtual sites to share their stories, cultures and acts
of resistance and solidarity.As its creator, host and producer Josh Rivers describes it, “
‘Busy Being Black’ is the podcast exploring how we live in the fullness of our queer
Black lives”
Link:
https://www.busybeingblack.com/?
fbclid=IwAR1a58MSynAS_VT25j1OvweknPGqnu57hmPYL4mLHh6vlPT6jJBiXbBwGmU

LADY PHYLL BLACK PRIDE &
HONOURING THE ANCESTORS THERADICALS.ORG

“In predominantly white countries, it’s easy for us to forget that we are part of the
global majority, that we are connected to billions of people across the world whose
dreams for and actions toward liberation align with our own… The work of an activist
can be lonely and so understanding that you are tethered to many others like you is
an important anchor point.”

Link:
https://www.theradicals.org/articles-1/2020/2/6/black-pride-and-honouring-theancestors?fbclid=IwAR2F6jbasebrewhLZxStDTk3PkoRs2SJ4zBzyYI6ep1P5FYxdZVsWj_jh0

LILA TSATSI - SAVING EPIRUS
- THERADICALS.ORG

“To succeed, we have to make saving this region a global issue,” Lila explains. “We
have to look beyond Epirus, build connections with movements everywhere and
make this story heard all around the world. We have to make the international
community understand that Greece’s environment belongs to everybody. This is the
only chance we have.”

Link:
https://www.theradicals.org/articles-1/2020/2/6/save-epirus?
fbclid=IwAR2t97CDmsv1_UU6eXfz_AJUsNARwbFzoj69GY0LOSU1WYXCBr2IXfsPha0

WOMEN’S
WISDOM PROJECT

Women’s Wisdom Project is a collection of portraits and profiles that I started in 2018.
The goal was to showcase the wisdom of inspiring, insightful women by making 100
papercut portraits. Each portrait is hand cut from a single piece of paper.

Link:
https://annabrones.com/womens-wisdom-project/?
fbclid=IwAR1S35s415BrgTzcTb0PC4lIs5vpMDRVZ9buG-INCUrmyhU2GwhLuKR7BTg

INTERSECTIONAL DISCRIMINATION IN EUROPE:
RELEVANCE, CHALLENGES AND WAYS
FORWARD

The European Network Against Racism and the Center for Intersectional Justice are
launching the report Intersectional discrimination in Europe: relevance, challenges and
ways forward. The report highlights the necessity of centering race in intersectional
justice efforts, as a foundational system of discrimination, exclusion and oppression. It
explores the legacy of colorblindness in European national and continental dialogues as
well as the avoidance of race that results in anti-discrimination efforts addressing one
axis of discrimination at a time, at the expense of tackling other systemic forms of
oppression such as racism.
“In the absence of race, intersectionality only reinforces a status quo that denies the
existence of people and systems that intersectionality was intended to reveal.”
The report aims to reclaim intersectionality, explaining the multiple dimensions of
discrimination, including the individual, structural, institutional and historical
dimensions. The report emphasizes the importance of taking a systemic approach to
addressing these various dimensions if inequality is to be addressed more holistically at
the EU level. The report reviews anti-discrimination legislation identifying opportunities,
challenges and limitations for EU legislation.
Link:
https://www.intersectionaljustice.org/publication/2020-09-14intersectional-discrimination-in-europe-relevance-challenges-andways-forward/?
fbclid=IwAR2cVEwQG5_NtS5bxgmt3oRVnRYXWnGJDH_ABnP9kSJvKb
GOoXAhxsluM6E

CHIMAMANDA NGOZI ADICHIE VOTED
WOMEN'S PRIZE 'WINNER OF WINNERS'
- THEGUARDIAN.COM

Thirteen years after she won the Women’s prize for fiction, Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie’s novel about the Biafran war, Half of a Yellow Sun, has been voted the
“winner of winners” of the literary award in a public vote.
The one-off prize, to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the award, was judged by
members of the public, who were asked to name their favourite of the 25 winners.
Adichie’s novel, which follows the lives of several characters caught up in the civil war
in Nigeria in the late 1960s, beat titles including Zadie Smith’s On Beauty and Lionel
Shriver’s We Need to Talk About Kevin. More than 8,500 people voted, according to
the prize.

Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/nov/12/chimamandangozi-adichie-half-of-a-yellow-sun-voted-womens-prize-winnerof-winners?
fbclid=IwAR1OBn12RMDOyUU2uz0aB0vadZrqEGWdtpooBQ2Kc
wDz6bW9cMD6SF4qA_Q

SYSTEM FAILURES: THE EDUCATION SYSTEM
AND THE PROLIFERATION OF REDUCTIVE
THINKING - MEDIUM.COM

Oppression in one of its multiple faces, appearances and stages:
"... It can even be argued that standardized testing (the foundation of most modern
schools) is a form of oppression of the mind, where the student must learn to routinely
conform their thinking to the rigid structure of a testing environment and ‘know’ that
there is only one answer to any given problem."

Link:
https://medium.com/disruptive-design/system-failures-theeducation-system-and-the-proliferation-of-reductive-thinkingdccf7dbb9b96?
fbclid=IwAR1UNuP_bM_eDkEPmmw2L0OKRDXHioiwFC9jkuZKY
t6DT9mmv3tf84frsxw

KIMBERLÉ CRENSHAW: THE WOMAN WHO
REVOLUTIONISED FEMINISM – AND LANDED
AT THE HEART OF THE CULTURE WARS THEGUARDIAN.COM

“When people tell me that intersectionality marginalises class, I say no, intersectionality
is what we need to understand why it’s been so difficult to mount a fully class-centric
movement.” From police brutality to sexual harassment, the lawyer fights to ensure
black women’s experiences are not ignored. So why are her ideas being denounced?

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/
nov/12/kimberle-crenshaw-the-woman-whorevolutionised-feminism-and-landed-at-theheart-of-the-culture-wars?
CMP=fb_gu&utm_medium=Social&utm_sour
ce=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR2mRO4k49N2apP
o94VcRTXXtc5m0wUPDqUpjqTMAv7ZrRKp
uHGgNSbvH-Y#Echobox=1605177454

RISE UP AGAINST VIOLENCE!
- PETITION

Can good laws change whole societies?
Make Europe a safe place for all women and girls! We are calling on you to urgently
ratify and implement broadly the Council of Europe convention to fight violence
against women. Women and girls across Europe want to live a life free from violence
and fear. Act now to make sure that the European Union takes concrete action to
protect all women and girls from violence and actively fights this pervasive human
rights violation.
All across Europe, violence against women has spiked during the COVID-19 pandemic,
making even more evident the scale of the epidemic of male violence in all walks and
sectors of life, including at home. Intimate partner violence, psychological violence,
sexual violence and rape, female genital mutilation, sexual exploitation and trafficking,
harassment and stalking, including in the digital space, are the unacceptable everyday
reality of many women across Europe. In concrete figures: 62 million women in the EU
has experienced physical and/or sexual violence since the age of 15. Overall, violence
against women threatens the security of half of the population in the EU, affecting over
250 million women and girls. There can be no peace and security in the EU while
women fear for their safety in their homes, in institutions, in workplaces and in public
places in Europe.

Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/nov/12/kimberle-crenshaw-the-womanwho-revolutionised-feminism-and-landed-at-the-heart-of-the-culture-wars?
CMP=fb_gu&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR2mRO4k49N2a
pPo94VcRTXXtc5m0wUPDqUpjqTMAv7ZrRKpuHGgNSbvH-Y#Echobox=1605177454

THIS HIP-HOP ARTIST TALKS HIV,
GENDER, AND INTERSECTIONALITY HIVPLUSMAG.COM

Writer, producer, and hip-hop artist Mahawam is bringing a new voice to an old fight,
stepping out of the silence of living with HIV. Mahawam is living without fear. The
queer artist (who goes by they/them pronouns) released their debut Is an Island EP in
March on the San Francisco Bay Area LGBTQ label Molly House Records. The hip-hop
vocalist and producer is making waves with their new song and video “Michelle
Pfeiffer,” bringing an innovative blend of lush electronics and vulnerable lyrics with a
style reminiscent of Blood Orange and André 3000.

Link:
https://www.hivplusmag.com/stigma/2019/8/29/hip-hop-artist-talks-hiv-gender-andintersectionality

I AM NOT YOUR NEGRO
& THE AFROGREEKS

Afro-Greeks watch the movie "I Am Not your Negro" and discuss the defense of human
rights. The International Literature Festival Berlin organized an international invitation
of 44 countries to honor on 10/12/2020 the International Declaration of Human Rights,
made in 1948 by the UN, with the screening of the film "I Am Not Your Negro" by Raoul
Peck . The film will be screened on the same day in 20 countries. Greece participates
with an action that takes place in the framework of the project "the AfroGreeks".
The online screening of the movie "I Am Not Your Negro" will be 24 hours and will start
at midnight on December 10 on the platform online.tainiothiki.gr, accompanied by a
video with the reactions of the first African-Greek viewers who see the movie for the
first time . This video will be shown together with the film, giving stimuli to the internet
viewers to ask their questions in the discussion with the Afro-Greek protagonists of the
project "the AfroGreeks" that will take place on the platform of the Film Archive on
Thursday 10/12/2020 at 19:00. The action marks the beginning of the workshop for the
project "the AfroGreeks". The work "the AfroGreeks" has been filmed for 4 years by
Menelaos Karamaghiolis & the Døcumatism group to be exhibited as a video
installation that will contain live events with Afro-Greek artists. The initial phase of the
project concerns a workshop where the protagonists and the artists -participants- film,
discuss and compose the work in public with the active participation of the spectators.
The action is organized by Døcumatism with the support of the Greek Film Archive and
the Sol Crowe & HumanRights360
Link:
https://www.hivplusmag.com/stigma/2019/8/29/hip-hop-artist-talks-hiv-gender-andintersectionality

BERLIN: STAATSBALLETT'S
FIRST BLACK FEMALE DANCER
ACCUSES IT OF RACISM
- THEGUARDIAN.COM

Chloé Lopes Gomes said that an atmosphere of fear at the company, which was
typically found throughout the dance world, “meant that whilst my fellow dancers
often felt uncomfortable at my treatment they were mostly too scared to speak up.”
The first black female dancer at Berlin’s principal ballet company has accused the
institution of racial harassment, claiming she was repeatedly told she did not fit in
because of her skin colour.
Chloé Lopes Gomes, a French citizen, who joined the Staatsballett as a corps de ballet
member in 2018, said she had faced recurrent racial abuse from her ballet mistress. In
an interview with the Guardian she also accuses the company of institutional racism
after managers failed to act even after various incidents were brought to their
attention.
Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/09/berlin-staatsballetts-first-blackfemale-dancer-accuses-it-of-racism?
CMP=share_btn_fb&fbclid=IwAR0ODh3qirfcFIJegrNm7R-0QIzmNLr4xpQ4QCaRvRdezyRw72G_qPJkS8

STORIES MATTER
- THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

“When people tell me that intersectionality marginalises class, I say no,
intersectionality is what we need to understand why it’s been so difficult to mount a
fully class-centric movement.”
From police brutality to sexual harassment, the lawyer fights to ensure black women’s
experiences are not ignored. So why are her ideas being denounced?
Stories shape how we see ourselves and everyone around us. So as storytellers, we
have the power and responsibility to not only uplift and inspire, but also consciously,
purposefully and relentlessly champion the spectrum of voices and perspectives in
our world.

Link:
https://storiesmatter.thewaltdisneycompany.com/?fbclid=IwAR0KnAzx7ynp__1yAIYZMlleAs5Rgh9xlKRT0TCJRacqRveypmkQ3accMQ

BRENÉ WITH SONYA RENEE TAYLOR ON "THE
BODY IS NOT AN APOLOGY" - PODCAST

Sonya Renee Taylor and Brene talk about body shame, radical self-love, and social
justice. It is not that easy to understand the connection between how we think about
our bodies and oppression.

Link:
https://brenebrown.com/podcast/brene-with-sonya-renee-tayloron-the-body-is-not-an-apology/?fbclid=IwAR0-QvPnGPcDd9__ZfyQnSONnV_hb3EyKf24jny-NKAQoJmnZTs1IRGut8

THE FIRST FEMALE ROMA BAND IN THE WORLD IS
FROM SERBIA: WE WANT THE GIRLS TO STOP
THINKING THAT THEY HAVE TO BE SILENT IN
FRONT OF THEIR HUSBANDS! - ROMATIMES.NEWS

Their band Pretty Loud began their rise within the music scene, but everything we love
about Romani music is only getting better because of these brave girls.
Think about it, have you ever heard of a Roma girl band? Let us help you, you haven’t.
They’re the first one, not only in Serbia, but in the whole world! That is why we are saying
that they’re a brave group because they opened a new road for all of the future
generations of Roma girls. Still, their words are having an effect upon all other women,
because of the fact that through their songs, they’re creating a movement to stop the
women from staying silent about their problems, just so that we don’t ignore the
injustices we endure. Silvia, Zlata, Selma and Elma performed as representatives of the
women’s movement and the band Pretty Loud and talked about everything which they
want to achieve through their musical actions for the other women to feel good and
most of all to feel safe in the society in which we live in.
https://www.romatimes.news/index.php/en/categories/social/5216the-first-female-roma-band-in-the-world-is-from-serbia-we-wantthe-girls-to-stop-thinking-that-they-have-to-be-silent-in-front-oftheir-husbands?fbclid=IwAR3ik4fj0auoGaDAqlDdeUzClQZVo_6BIHqhJjngp8d2q-4AQVvcerhCSY

CENTER FOR INTERSECTIONAL
JUSTICE RECOMMENDS
“CODED BIAS”

There is a brand new documentary on the replication of systemic discrimination
through Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology. It's called "Coded Bias" and here is why
you should watch it:
While AI is being touted as this objective truth, a solution for human error that is free of
any bias, existing systemic issues - racism, sexism, transphobia, queerphobia and
ableism - are actually being hardwired into AI algorithms. This false idea of 'machine
neutrality' then serves as a shield for discriminatory practices within the job market,
housing, healthcare, finance, education and so many other essential areas of life.
The creation of AI algorithms based on big data has largely been dominated by one
group of people: white men. And that is also the group of people these systems are
most effective on, hence they are further exacerbating existing inequalities. Another
issue this documentary addresses are the institutional barriers Black women in science
and technology are facing. Joy Buolamwini, one of the contributing researchers to this
film, talks about her experience of discovering racism and sexism in facial recognition
technology and deciding to advocate for legislation to ensure more just and inclusive
algorithms. She also shares about being underestimated and stereotyped as a Black
woman in the field of AI.

Link:
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coded_Bias

TRANS WOMAN WOULD ACTUALLY RATHER
BE SAFE THAN BRAVE
- REDUCTRESS.COM

In an uninspiring story out of Chicago, 28-year-old Shelly Deichman would actually
rather be safe than lauded as brave for simply existing as a trans woman.
“Cis people really like to call me brave, which I know they think is a compliment, but
it’s actually pretty weird,” Shelly says. “Especially because I’m not brave at all. People
who know me find it endearing, actually.”

Link:
https://reductress.com/post/trans-womanwould-actually-rather-be-safe-than-brave/?
fbclid=IwAR3DDEtr4x4HcpscVHp_QlRQvgtj
-9L42HfdoXqeJgrQbLcxukUaFmC8IKk

IT TURNS OUT, ALL THOSE 'WOKE'
WHITE ALLIES WERE LYING
- THEROOT.COM

When the country collectively witnessed the brutal May 25, 2020 death of George
Floyd, white people were forever changed. Millions took to the streets, arm-in-arm
with their fellow brethren, offering their support for justice and equality. Corporations
changed their policies. Individuals joined the movement. To prove their commitment,
companies pledged billions to the struggle for racial equity. This multiracial
outpouring of sympathy and solidarity transformed the country.
And then, white people went home and kept being white.

Link:
https://www.theroot.com/it-turns-out-all-those-woke-whiteallies-were-lying-1846959017?
utm_campaign=The%20Root&utm_content=1621895281&utm_m
edium=SocialMarketing&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Lk
earwflb-DxzrvCylYlAm7FD5NvWRPl95ehmXrykNpEmRrNG4RsMdI

WHY INTERSECTIONALITY IS
RELEVANT FOR A FAIRER EUROPE

Initially hailed as the ‘great equalizer,’ the COVID-19 pandemic has, in reality, exposed
the depth of institutional, structural, and systemic discrimination and inequality in our
societies. Furthermore, in the wake of the murder of George Floyd by the police in the
United States, and global solidarity protests, the calls for dialogue and action to
ensure racial equity in Europe have grown.
The question for Europe now is not if discrimination and exclusion exist but rather
how intersectionality serves as a tool to create a fairer, socially just, and more inclusive
Europe for everyone.

Link:
https://www.intersectionaljustice.org/press-and-talk/2020-06-04-why-intersectionalityis-relevant-for-a-post-covid-19-europe?fbclid=IwAR3PUd3IQgxPliyV_yCWCzZWW0ty2_mRpzkQoHhT-_5mefX5jZqRmTsENg

5 WAYS INTERSECTIONALITY
AFFECTS DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION AT WORK

In her 1989 work Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex, the US lawyer and
civil rights advocate wrote: “Because the intersectional experience is greater than the
sum of racism and sexism, any analysis that does not take intersectionality into
account cannot sufficiently address the particular manner in which Black women are
subordinated.”
The colour of your skin, your gender, disability and sexual orientation all interact to
affect your lived experience and contribute to unequal outcomes in ways that cannot
be attributed to one dimension alone.
Black and Latina trans women are victims of homicide at much higher rates than
white cisgender women or Black or Latina cisgender women, for example, while
maternal mortality is 2-3 times higher for Black, American Indian, and Alaska Native
women in the US.
The effects of intersectionality are also felt in the workplace, where employees who
belong to two or more underrepresented categories experience oppression and lack
of opportunity in unique ways.
Link:
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/07/diversity-inclusion-equalityintersectionality/?
fbclid=IwAR0u9e0M8fomBk6uIPflA7JbDC8BIPGeScAYPsrsdYTLaI3RTCxxLwji3hI

TEN TIPS FOR PUTTING
INTERSECTIONALITY INTO
PRACTICE

We all deserve to have our voices heard; our faces and experiences reflected in culture
and media; and our unique needs addressed through relevant policies. However,
when we fail to incorporate intersectionality into our everyday practices and policies,
we leave parts of our communities behind.
Intersectionality, a term coined by Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, recognizes that
certain individuals face multiple and intersecting forms of structural discrimination. In
this political climate marked by division and anxiety, it’s important for us to work
together to incorporate different communities’ experiences with culture, policies, and
media.
We’ve compiled ten tips for putting intersectionality into practice to promote
opportunity for individuals and communities who face multiple and intersecting
forms of discrimination. This list can serve as a starting point for social justice
advocates, policymakers, journalists, and researchers interested in incorporating an
intersectional approach in their work.
Link:
https://www.opportunityagenda.org/explore/resources-publications/ten-tips-puttingintersectionality-practice?
fbclid=IwAR1n645jOev_fC0KRWpJck9n3KQWhSkiUMSC5Fqrdnc6xpDHb_VS0Y_Xp7c

INTERSECTIONALITY MATTERS!
AFRICAN AMERICAN
POLICY FORUM

Intersectionality Matters! is a podcast hosted by Kimberlé Crenshaw, an American civil
rights advocate and a leading scholar of critical race theory.

Link:
https://podcasts.apple.com/gr/podcast/intersectionality-matters/id1441348908

WHY I AM PASSIONATE
ABOUT INTERSECTIONALITY

Before I am a girl, I am black. Before I face sexism, I face racism. Before anyone takes
note of my gender expression, their eyes focus on the color of my skin, a brown
appearing golden in the sunlight.
These are my intersections, social constructs that cross paths with each other to
create my identity, and ironically, the things for which I am oppressed.

Link:
https://www.teenvogue.com/story/why-i-am-passionate-about-intersectionality-evalewis?
fbclid=IwAR3fzbaiy6K2OtJqAfmyFTJHJjnc10F2ZYjSWZHbNU1NOmh3o509GkreSYM

10 INTERSECTIONAL FEMINIST
FILMS TO ENJOY WHEN THE
PATRIARCHY GETS YOU DOWN

Recently, I was on a quest to find a good movie to watch and was searching through
the abundance of feminist film lists available online. Despite finding about 20 lists, I
was struggling to find a movie. Why? Because every list had the same suggestions who hasn’t heard of Mean Girls and Legally Blonde, and what rock have they been
hiding under?! So here’s to a list of intersectional feminist movies that you might not
have already seen:

Link:
https://www.pulp-usu.com/pop/2017/11/22/10-intersectional-feminist-films-to-enjoywhen-the-patriarchy-gets-you-down?
fbclid=IwAR1KFfIwq9lODCriNLyZfstElqA_QR06TJtN2CJwt25Ek-mad3YFEma8FXw

CARCERAL FEMINISM AND COERCIVE
CONTROL: WHEN INDIGENOUS WOMEN
AREN’T SEEN AS IDEAL VICTIMS,
WITNESSES OR WOMEN

The SBS documentary series See What You Made Me Do aimed to spark a national
conversation about criminalising coercive control. Instead it highlighted the stark
power imbalances in conversations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous women.
She wasn’t being a good victim, she wasn’t standing there in the sheet dripping in
blood and trying to control all this emotion that was going on with her […] she said I
want my Dad, I want my Dad and they decided she couldn’t have her Dad. The two
policeman, one woman and one man, they said that Tamica spat and they said,
‘That’s assault and you’re getting arrested.’
These were the words of Kathleen Pinkerton, a Widi woman from the Yamatji nation.
Kathleen was describing the police treatment of her niece, Tamica Mullaley, who was a
victim of domestic violence. Rather than being treated as a victim, the police treated
her as an offender, which resulted in the most tragic of consequences for her baby
Charlie.
Link:
https://www.busybeingblack.com/?
fbclid=IwAR1a58MSynAS_VT25j1OvweknPGqnu57hmPYL4mLHh
6vlPT6jJBiXbBwGmU

10 NEW & OLD BOOKS FOR
INTERSECTIONAL FEMINIST
READERS

First off, if you’re not sure whether you’re an intersectional feminist then ask yourself
this: do you believe that all women deserve equal rights – regardless of race, age,
socioeconomic status, physical or mental ability, gender or sexual identity, religion, or
ethnicity?
Intersectional feminism is about acknowledging the many ways in which
discrimination and prejudice can overlap. It calls for us to listen to and amplify
feminists in all their diversities, not just those like ourselves, so that EVERY woman
gains the equality she deserves.
With this in mind, we’ve gathered a reading list of contemporary and legendary books
by women portraying important narratives from various walks of life. Of course, we
couldn’t include all the fantastic women writers out there – please get in touch with
your own recommendations.

Link:
https://iwda.org.au/10-new-old-books-for-intersectional-feminist-readers/

GENDER EQUALITY, SUSTAINABILITY &
SOCIAL JUSTICE: A ROADMAP FOR RECOVERY

Women have been at the forefront of the world’s battle against COVID-19, as
healthcare workers risking their lives, as scientists in teams that have developed
vaccines at record speed, as carers in families and communities, setting up food
banks and childcare cooperatives, and as political and public health leaders, steering
us through the very worst of times.
At the same time, due to pre-existing gender inequalities, the social and economic
impacts of the pandemic have hit women hardest. During the pandemic, women
have lost their jobs and seen their earnings dwindle at a faster rate than men, with
devastating impacts on their economic autonomy. This is because women tend to be
concentrated in the most vulnerable informal jobs, which often lack basic rights and
social protection.

Link:
https://iwda.org.au/10-new-old-books-for-intersectionalfeminist-readers/

WHAT SPEAKING ARABIC AT A GAY
SAUNA IN LONDON MADE ME REALISE
ABOUT MY IDENTITY

My parents are still unable to talk to me about being gay and my mother has flat-out
refused to ever meet a potential boyfriend. But London hasn’t accepted me for who I
am either.
Being a queer Arab in London can be a lonely experience. My relatives live in the
Middle East – where it’s not safe for me to live freely – and London, for all its bounty,
can feel inhospitable. Anxiety about making last month’s rent occupies 95 per cent of
my mental energy, and no matter how many parties I go to, I always seem to be
sitting on trains alone. And with up to a third of LGBTQI+ venues thought to have
closed since the recession, there are fewer spaces that provide safety and queer
collectivity.
So in search of intimacy last Saturday night in London, I decided to visit a gay sauna.
Gay saunas are spaces where you can meet other queer men, relax, swim and fool
around. They’ve in the past offered comfort and respite from urban monotony.

Link:
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/queer-arab-londoncoming-out-lgbtqi-intersecting-identity-intersectionality-gaysauna-drag-a7850551.html?
fbclid=IwAR1dnxXZLNSX8PjemheP93s6PDN78kAwR3Vr8i719N262QPILo0q2ejwCA

“PRIDE”, IDENTITY &
INTERSECTIONALITY

Today we suggest this amazing film of 2014 that analyzes the relationship between
class and identity, funny and cheerful without being superficial, the tenderness of a
true story that really happened in 1984.
Pride also provides a corrective to contemporary arguments for intersectionality
which mischaracterise it as a theory of competing monopolies of oppression, rather
than one which advocates inclusivity and solidarity. Crucially, the film resists the
dominant narrative of identity politics by focusing on class as a fundamental rather
than incidental intersection.

Link:
https://rhianejones.com/2014/12/11/pride-identity-and-intersectionality/?
fbclid=IwAR2_LdDgnp6d5-6i4p3OfRTe6GMsnS0ztDpiScjyPTmKoZssblODaNtcRdE

THE EXPECTATION OF PERFECTION:
INTERVIEW WITH NIDHI GOYAL ON THE
INTERSECTION OF GENDER AND DISABILITY
NORMS IN INDIA

Nidhi is a disabled feminist activist from India and works on disability rights and
gender justice. She is committed to changing the lives of persons with disabilities,
particularly women and girls. Nidhi works to raise the profile of issues at the
intersection of disability and gender through op-eds, journal articles, and lectures in
national and international forums. Nidhi has been appointed to the UN Women
Executive Director’s Civil Society Advisory Group, has been invited to the
multistakeholder steering committee of the Generation equality Forum, sits on the
advisory board of VOICE, and has been globally elected to the Board of Association for
Women’s Rights in Development (AWID), where she is currently the President.

Link:
https://www.alignplatform.org/resources/expectationperfection-interview-nidhi-goyal-intersection-gender-anddisability-norms?
fbclid=IwAR39BnG0yHd0bGAgHpriZAcBrlzy1vy6GbLdgl4CQl7JJ
uoOkCtAaz8zkDs

WHO GOT LEFT BEHIND WHEN
“BODY POSITIVITY” WENT
MAINSTREAM?

I was also introduced to radical body politics and intersectional feminism, and found
solidarity with other fashion-minded people who existed beyond the “straight-size”
world[…] But as body positivity has made its way into the mainstream, I’ve seen so
many of the ideas and values about diversity rewritten and diluted. [...]
I gathered eight subjects from various identities, backgrounds, and sizes who the
fashion industry has largely ignored, who generously shared their own experiences
with clothing and style.

Link:
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2016/01/133672/plus-size-models-body-diversityexperiences?fbclid=IwAR34t_A6WxvcQhle9puFA3tAtdtki0ORdvfvnN64QiTkWam61x9bwzXlbA

TO CHALLENGE ABLEISM THAT
MANIFESTS IN SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS,
INTERSECTIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF
DISABILITY IS KEY

It was nearly two decades ago that disability rights activist and academician Anita Ghai
raised the concern of how women with disabilities fall through the cracks of the
women’s movement and the disability rights movement. Intersectionality, she argued
was the way to ensure that women with disabilities aren’t left behind by these
movements.
Since then, many disabled women have argued the same; that their presence in both
movements was challenged, or neglected and forgotten because of the presence of the
ableist patriarchy. In a recent public conversation on the state and its agenda, disability
rights activist Nidhi Goyal raised an important concern regarding the five-member
committee set up by the government of India to reform the penal code: it lacked
diversity. She further highlighted that while critiquing the committee for its lack of
diversity, we forget about disability: "We talk often of a sexist and casteist patriarchy.
But shouldn't it be — sexist, casteist and ableist patriarchy?"
https://www.firstpost.com/living/to-challenge-ableism-thatmanifests-in-social-justice-movements-intersectionalunderstanding-of-disability-is-vital-8907821.html?
fbclid=IwAR1q6Wikff5uF7Nm41LXliR4JwHaUHTT1bq3R2uFqGE_s
IixgrezsR976mA

WHY THE FIGHT FOR CLIMATE
JUSTICE IS A FIGHT FOR JUSTICE
ITSELF

There are countless more examples of injustices caused by inequitable global systems
– from climate-induced migration to uneven access to health care to plagues of
locusts causing food insecurity [...]
What matters more is realizing that these are not different patterns of injustice that
resemble one another. Rather, climate justice, social justice and racial justice are all
one and the same.
So too, then, is the fight against them.

Link:
https://www.firstpost.com/living/to-challenge-ableism-that-manifests-in-social-justicemovements-intersectional-understanding-of-disability-is-vital-8907821.html?
fbclid=IwAR1q6Wikff5uF7Nm41LXliR4JwHaUHTT1bq3R2uFqGE_sIixgrezsR976mA

PHILOSOPHY PROFESSOR CRITICALLY
REFLECTS ON (NON)DESCRIPTIVE
REPRESENTATION

Ought people speak for others who come from a different and less privileged social
group? For instance, ought men speak for women? Wendy Salkin, assistant professor
of philosophy and, by courtesy, of law, posed these questions during a recent talk for
the Clayman Institute Faculty Research Fellows program titled "Why Should Those
Who Speak for Us Be Anything Like Us?"
Central to Salkin’s arguments are two key concepts: descriptive and nondescriptive
representation. Salkin defines "descriptive representative" as "a party who is similarly
situated to those for whom they speak or act in at least one of a variety of respects –
sharing, for instance, characteristics, experiences, or backgrounds." For example, if a
woman speaks for the concerns of other women, she will be considered a descriptive
representative. By contrast, a "nondescriptive representative" refers to a party who
does not share relevant similarities with those for whom they speak or act.

https://gender.stanford.edu/newspublications/gender-news/philosophyprofessor-critically-reflects-nondescriptiverepresentation?
fbclid=IwAR0apBOQYfw9qj4XwD_SXm1BmC
WgIcTZ83E8wsU4L1PaqIMRNf1aLmuWZso

ASIAN AMERICAN ACTIVISM
THROUGH AN
INTERGENERATIONAL LENS

Generations of Asian Americans are using their different experiences to reclaim their
histories by building solidarity with other marginalized communities.

Link:
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/asian-american-activism-through-anintergenerational-lens_n_60ad539ce4b09604b528853d?fbclid=IwAR3ExMGjrjNkH19RBzZ_q_9bEAalmmSjen_KpFBtzbv_ha9sm-N_WFPPk0

AMERICAN MUSLIMS ARE AT HIGH RISK OF
SUICIDE – 20 YEARS POST-9/11, THE LINKS
BETWEEN ISLAMOPHOBIA AND SUICIDE
REMAIN UNEXPLORED

This year, 9/11 holds a dual significance for Americans across the country. It not only
marked the 20th anniversary of the tragic events and lives lost since Sept. 11, 2001, but
also National Suicide Prevention Awareness Week. For American Muslims who are both
victims of increased rates of Islamophobic violence and survivors of suicide attempts,
this juxtaposition is especially stark.
In the field of public health, Islamophobia is recognized as akin to racism in how it leads
to negative physical and psychological health outcomes. But this definition misses the
crucial elements of structural violence and social stigma that underlie the hate crimes
and microaggressions American Muslims face. These elements are not only the key
ingredients in such acts of social violence, but also the same risk factors for individual
self-directed violence, which is the definition of suicide.
https://theconversation.com/american-muslims-are-at-highrisk-of-suicide-20-years-post-9-11-the-links-betweenislamophobia-and-suicide-remain-unexplored-167034?
fbclid=IwAR1dnxXZLNSX8PjemheP93s6PDN78kAwR3Vr8i719N262QPILo0q2ejwCA

‘DISGRACEFUL’: ITALY’S
SENATE VOTES DOWN ANTIHOMOPHOBIC VIOLENCE BILL

Italy’s senate has killed off a bill that would have made violence against LGBT people
and disabled people, as well as misogyny, a hate crime.
The 315-member senate voted by 154 to 131 on Wednesday to block the debate on the
law, named after the gay centre-left Democratic party (PD) legislator Alessandro Zan
and previously approved by the lower house of parliament in the face of months of
protests from far-right and Catholic groups.
Pina Picierno, a PD member of the European parliament, called the vote “one of the
worst pages in the history of the Italian republic”.

Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/oct/27/italy-senate-votes-down-antihomophobic-violence-bill?fbclid=IwAR3t2MlQuiE3xrk0rYfc8txW_RQRUDasOD5o5DE3_q-sEU2Jp3-iqDPlHY

CONVERSATIONS ABOUT BLACKNESS ARE
TOO OFTEN FROM A STRAIGHT, CISGENDER
POINT OF VIEW. THAT NEEDS TO CHANGE

Last month, I received a WhatsApp message from a university friend.
“I may have something for you”, read the words on the screen as my phone lit up – a
statement that either fills you with curiosity, or dread. Driven by the former, I found that
my friend, now a teacher at a secondary school, was asking if I’d be interested in
speaking to sixth-form students in an assembly this October during Black History
Month. When asked what I would be discussing, I was told it should cover “either being
Black, or gay. Just about your experiences, what you had to face, and what you learnt”.
It was a welcome offer, yet one word stuck out to me. “Either”. I was asked to discuss
“either” my racial or my sexual identity. Why not both?
For ethnic minority people who identify as LGBT+, this is a common occurrence. There
are a number of instances in which I’ve felt as though I’ve had to “choose” between my
sexuality and race. This includes having to “tone down my gayness” in some Black
spaces, or having to not be “too Black” in gay spaces. Almost as if one is more important
than the other, or that they can’t possibly coexist within the same body. Are they too
radical – too controversial to be discussed at the same time or by the same person?

Link:
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/black
-history-month-sexuality-lgbt-blmtransgender-intersectionalityb1075992.html?
fbclid=IwAR3pOmM8ogtI63yiXSb7cWCSEg
whxC_XioUGomdHfdOuYaohZMHXZOZhs5
w

POWER IN NUMBERS: MAKING
VISIBLE THE VIOLENCE AGAINST
RACIALIZED WOMEN

Violence and pain change the way we experience our surroundings and the way our
bodies move: our eyes become wide in search of potential dangers, our bodies
become tense.
What is the power — both negative and positive — of understanding such violence
and pain with numbers? There are dangers in reducing our pain to numbers, but at
the same time, we can use mathematical literacy for social causes by revealing
hidden violence, such as the violence against migrant racialized women.
Mathematical literacy doesn’t just mean mastering mathematics defined by school
curriculum; it also means gaining a sense of how to apply mathematical concepts to
everyday life, for social causes and gaining insight into how numbers and data have
inherently political resonances. It can also provide us with the opportunity to listen to
historically marginalized voices to analyze interlocking systems of violence and
oppression.
https://theconversation.com/power-in-numbers-making-visible-the-violence-againstracialized-women-157749?
fbclid=IwAR2HMKmQg9LQn7XzgpiM3crU4BUt13Fhkcc5S_1cggP1aSyqDq06kWkVHK4

“MARGARITA WITH A STRAW”
IS AN INDIAN LGBT FILM THAT
WILL BLOW YOUR MIND

Recently I had the opportunity to watch Margarita with a Straw, an internationallyacclaimed film filled with diversity of race, sexuality, and ability that blew me away
with its humor and simple story. If you’re not into super sentimental coming-of-age
stories then this might not be your cup of chai, but if the trailer makes you tear up or
feel some feelings like it did for me, you better get on board real fast because the ride
only gets better.
“What do you want for your 40th birthday?” Director Shonali Bose asked her sister
(first cousin, really, but they’re close), Malini Chib. Malini (author of One Little Finger —
guess what she typed that with) was born with cerebral palsy, an incurable
neurological condition that weakens the muscles and limits body movement and
muscle coordination. As the tongue is itself a muscle, speech may be garbled or
impaired as one struggles to move their tongue to speak. Malini’s answer, however,
came out loud and clear this time.

Link:
https://blacknerdproblems.com/margarita-with-a-straw-is-an-indian-lgbt-film-that-willblow-your-mind/?fbclid=IwAR0WXkiqMXwCc8tLRB0hpn5614vRsgSSDcx6Owftl7bg2Vj2nxy9EBi94o

UNTIL BLACK WOMEN ARE FREE,
NONE OF US WILL BE FREE

Barbara Smith and the Black feminist visionaries of the Combahee River Collective.
" I had seen feminism as the domain of white women primarily concerned with glass
ceilings and access to abortion. [...] but they felt like lightweight politics in contrast to
the things that my nineteen-year-old self was concerned about: the U.S. presence in
the Middle East, police brutality and racism, poverty and inequality. The women of the
C.R.C. described how the myriad ways that Black women experienced oppression
could translate into a radical rejection of the status quo."

Link:
https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/until-black-women-are-free-none-ofus-will-be-free?
fbclid=IwAR102sNbUXHRefUGr4_Oa5wHybpFdd0GwTiURMXkPN71FlSGJCZYFwcCbCY

'I'VE HAD TO BE MY OWN REPRESENTATION':
CHELLA MAN ON FINDING -- AND MAKING -HIS COMMUNITIES

Often in mainstream media, the representation of identity is compartmentalized,
erasing the reality of intersectionality and individuals who live on a continuum
between binaries. As an artist who is Chinese American, Jewish, Deaf and
genderqueer, I've had to be my own representation.
Before I understood the continuum of identity, all I felt was pain. What else can you
feel when dominant culture has yet to acknowledge your existence with respect? Yet,
I've come to cherish the fact that my identity exists beyond and within many different
pockets of the world. My very existence has encouraged me to explore the
frameworks I was living in, expanding my perspective on where beauty can be found.
First and foremost, I find it within myself. I am my own representation while
simultaneously being an integral part of many communities.

https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/chella-man-fashioncommunities-september-issues/index.html?fbclid=IwAR1WWzAX_4Ugqj9MyeyL9PguU14YPhMILJdHZOzbhC2KpHUX6Rsqi3
ZZ7s

BOLIVIA'S AFRO KING LEADS A LONGNEGLECTED GROUP STEPPING OUT OF THE
SHADOWS

The last king in South America boasts a lineage dating back centuries. Yet Julio I’s
crown and leopard-trimmed robe are rarely seen in the humble grocery shop he runs
with his wife, Queen Angélica, in a small jungle village in rural Bolivia.
Julio Pinedo is crowned king of Afro-Bolivians by the governor of La Paz.
Julio Pinedo is crowned king of Afro-Bolivians by the governor of La Paz. Photograph:
Martin Alipaz/EPA
The 10th anniversary of the reign of Julio Piñedo, 75, falls this December, but, he says,
“there’s nothing special planned” for the occasion. His symbolic dominion extends to a
few dozen rural communities and the city dwellers that make up the 25,000-strong
Afro-Bolivian community. But now, partly thanks to Piñedo’s offices, this longneglected group is stepping out of the shadows.
“Without doubt the king’s role is important,” says

Info:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/06/bolivia-afroking-julio-afro-bolivians?fbclid=IwAR15Yr7olBFN746sX-qvxzOjw43AwlhVYAfPUrz8efrWbKg1k_x0gcAJ2k

HOW GYMS AND STUDIOS
CAN BE MORE INCLUSIVE

From the start, the pair consciously created BK Yoga Club to be safe, inclusive, and
nonjudgmental -- a place where they could show up as their authentic selves and
empower others to do the same.
"Really, in the foundations of our DNA, how we built BK Yoga Club was on body
inclusivity," Ferguson says. "We really focus on not being physically fit, but more so
being mentally fit, spiritually fit, and things that feel good in your body as opposed to
how you're looking in your body."
Since opening in early 2019, the studio's message and mission have attracted a
clientele base that's approximately 80 percent women of color -- a notable contrast to
the overall yoga industry in the US, which recent federal data indicates is still majority
White. In addition to racial diversity, Ferguson says BK Yoga Club has a number of
queer and gender-nonconforming clients as well.
Link:
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/09/20/health/staying-well-diversity-inclusion-fitnessyoga/index.html?
fbclid=IwAR2KlbVjVWDRAVQTPYMK4cyK09bS5GYQfi6t5zBERnOohnTmL8ahQyiku4M

WHY THE FIRST BLACK WOMAN TO BE A
HISTORY PROFESSOR IN THE U.K. SEES HER
NEW BOOK AFRICAN EUROPEANS AS A 'CALL
TO ARMS'

“I was very flattered that people think that what I do is not just staying in an ivory
tower,” she says. “It has resonance for everybody.”
African Europeans: An Untold History, which was published in the U.K. in October and
in the U.S. on Tuesday, traces the presence of people of African descent in Europe from
as early as the era of the Roman Empire up to the present day. In the U.K., the book
has been long-listed for the prestigious Orwell Prize for Political Writing, and received
positive reviews from readers and academics alike. Otele, an expert on the history of
colonialism and slavery, starts by looking at early encounters between Africans and
Europeans, detailing the ways the ancient women warrior queens known as the
Candaces fiercely protected their kingdoms in Ethiopia to resist the rule of the Roman
Empire, dating as far back as 23 BCE. Through exploring these histories, Otele wanted
to upend assumptions and shed light on the wider connections between African
European people and mainstream ideas about what European history looks like.

Link:
https://time.com/6045844/african-europeans-history/?
fbclid=IwAR3jGoqLxUe7r7MYVGk06NXggZ2SZyVRqP87s8IMLXxjyLXgfvlgrT1YHg

ADELINA SEJDINI WHO COMMITTED SUICIDE,
THE COMPLAINT OF THE ASSOCIATIONS:
“LEFT ALONE”

Kidnapped at the age of 15, raped, beaten and then forced to cross the Adriatic in a
rubber boat to prostitute herself in Italy, torn by the sharp meshes of the prostitution
racket. But she, Alma “Adelina” Sejdini, eventually rebelled and those torturers had
them arrested, for her and for all the others before and after her, vanquishing a gang
of Albanian exploiters who had forced her to sell her body for money by beating and
brutalizing her. He loved Italy, and his true, great desire was to be a full part of it by
obtaining citizenship. On her passport, however, there have always remained those X
that took away her identity and classified her as a stateless person with no land and
no home. Until it wasn’t even that anymore.

Link:
https://www.world-today-news.com/adelina-sejdini-whocommitted-suicide-the-complaint-of-the-associations-leftalone/?
fbclid=IwAR0afpEReARoAPMcywFcc7TMV2124BB74givDbxRG_ie
HIEV2aqY5ps5xn8

CZECH FLOYD’ ILLUSTRATES STRUGGLES OF
ROMA LIVES MATTER

Aman lies in the road struggling as police kneel on his neck. Onlookers call out to warn
that the man can’t breathe. Minutes later he’s dead.
Forty-six-year-old Stanislav Tomas died on a sticky June afternoon in Teplice, a small city
in the northwest of the Czech Republic. Video of the incident shows three police officers
trying to control a screaming man as he frantically resists. Bystanders call on the police
to stop “smothering” him and urge Tomas not to fight. By the end of the six-minute
footage, he is no longer moving.
The video has sparked anger among Roma organisations and comparisons with the
death of George Floyd in the US. Michal Miko, head of Romanonet – a network of Czech
Roma NGOs – condemned the incident as “the height of brutality”.
But while Floyd’s death sparked Black Lives Matter into a global movement, it’s unlikely
that Tomas’s demise will create much momentum for Roma Lives Matter, the Central
European equivalent that seeks to expose the discrimination and brutality that the
minority faces daily.
Link:
https://balkaninsight.com/2021/06/23/czech-floyd-illustratesstruggles-of-roma-lives-matter/?
fbclid=IwAR2GCpDXcZJiAceDo4PiGlrLT_Fi33CGT0NgaFkPHwope7c6t21nIcqzrw

BIPOC OR IBPOC? LGBTQ OR LGBTQ2S+? WHO
DECIDES WHICH TERMS WE SHOULD USE?

It does not take a degree to notice that the names for groups of people sharing a
common skin colour, ethnicity, gender identity, disability or racial background change
frequently — and how the grammar of these names also change.
In many cases it is no longer acceptable to use a plain unadorned noun to identify
someone from a marginalized group (this person is a(n) X). Nouns become adjectives (a
disabled/homeless person) and those adjectives are then further embedded in
modifying phrases (a person with disabilities/experiencing homelessness).
Longer strings of adjectives are gathered into acronyms, which can be pronounced as
one word (BIPOC), or initialisms, which cannot (LGBTQ+). The issue of which letters
should be included along with the order in which they should appear may be debated
(BIPOC vs. IBPOC, LGBTQ+ vs. LGBTQIA vs. LGBTQ2S+). Capitalization may vary (black vs.
Black, white vs. White, deaf vs. Deaf). Some of these new terms open up grammatical
questions: should I ask my non-binary friend to introduce themselves or themself?
Link:
https://theconversation.com/bipoc-or-ibpoc-lgbtq-or-lgbtq2swho-decides-which-terms-we-should-use-159188?
fbclid=IwAR32pk6PYo9dn4BDbvAjAk5V7XLzKNouv3Jxc6qqJWQ
FpCcj-G4y2T_di9c

ARTIST AQUI THAMI'S SISTER LIBRARY IS A
COMMUNITY-OWNED SPACE BRINGING
TOGETHER BOOKS BY, OF AND FOR WOMEN

The walls are bubblegum pink. The shelves are stacked with books of various shapes
and sizes — all of which tell different stories with a common denominator — women.
By, of, and most importantly for women, the Sister Library, which opened its doors on
15 May in Mumbai's Bandra, aims to be a community owned space, amplifying
women's voices through literature written by them.
Hailing from Darjeeling, Aqui Thami is a 29-year-old artist and activist spearheading
the project, which took off a year ago as a travelling library of 100 books, touring
several cities across the country.
“Art is activism,” she says, echoing the socio-political thrust behind her work through
the years. Thami’s projects include Bombay Underground with Himanshu S, an artists'
collective focusing on the zine culture, and Dharavi Art Room, an experimental safe
space to read and make art, creating a community archive in one of Asia’s largest
slums, Dharavi.

Link:
https://www.firstpost.com/living/artist-aqui-thamis-sister-libraryis-a-community-owned-space-bringing-together-books-by-ofand-for-women-6643181.html?
fbclid=IwAR0AtRexClacMGTFCtQ2uNdwdXzpGM6TXLRyN0qMTS
j0Pn4oHfXfmJAe6O8

SABINA ORELLANA TO HEAD NEW MINISTRY
OF CULTURES, DECOLONIZATION AND DEPATRIARCHALIZATION IN BOLIVIA

A Ministry of Cultures, Decolonization and De-patriarchalization has been established in
Bolivia. The government has stated that the aim of the Ministry is to “decolonize and
de-patriarchalize and reverse the inequality between nationalities, as well as between
men and women”.
Sabina Orellana, who also represents the National Confederation of Indigenous Peasant
Women of Bolivia, was appointed as the head of this new ministry by the government.
In Bolivia last year, President Evo Morales was made resign in cooperation with the
right-wing parties and the army. However, Morales’s MAS (Movement Towards
Socialism) won the early elections this year again. “We aim to eliminate colonialism and
male domination, to reverse the inequality between men and women as well as
between nationalities. Our goal is to break the hegemony of a monophonic world view
that subordinates one to another”, President Arce said.
Link:
https://medyanews.net/sabina-orellana-to-head-new-ministry-ofcultures-decolonization-and-de-patriarchalization-in-bolivia/?
fbclid=IwAR1S0DEZND_fk09JvBSAgWZzvY6rx84RluwGfZBlhgD9
3A2gJnEUdUBYUbY

A LAW ON WORKPLACE GENDER EQUALITY IS
UNDER REVIEW. HERE’S WHAT NEEDS TO
CHANGE

The Act be amended to require employers to report data by taking an intersectional
lens to include women, people with disability, people of non-English speaking
background, Indigenous people, people who are LGBTQ+.
The Act be amended to require employers to report rates of pay, taking an
intersectional lens.
The Victorian government has a useful definition of intersectionality, describing it as:
the ways in which different aspects of a person’s identity can expose them to
overlapping forms of discrimination and marginalisation. You can’t properly contend
with issues like gender and equal pay, workplace equality and discrimination at work
unless you also factor in ethnicity, age, Indigeneity, disability, LGBTQ+, migrant and
refugee status.
By properly understanding how all these factors conspire to hold certain groups of
women, men and non-binary people back, we can better develop meaningful and
appropriate policies to address labour market segmentation, barriers to senior
leadership, the pay gap and pay inequity.

Link:
https://theconversation.com/a-law-on-workplace-genderequality-is-under-review-heres-what-needs-to-change-172406

ROMA: AN ACHINGLY STRONG
TALE OF TWO WOMEN

Directed by Alfonso Cuaron and set in the Colonia Roma neighbourhood of Mexico
City (hence, the name of the film), this black and white film, captures instances from
the lived experiences of Cuaron as he follows the life of two women – Cleo, the nanny
(Yalitza Aparicio) and Sofia, her employer (Marina de Tavira). Cleo is a domestic worker
in Sofia’s upper-middle household who dutifully takes care of the household
maintenance as well as of Sofia’s four children who like having Cleo around.
As Cleo’s life in the household spans, which is beautifully covered by Cuaron’s
closeups and wide shots, Sofia’s marital life is seen getting strained. Antonio, Sofia’s
husband, who informs Sofia of leaving for Quebec for a week, decides to never come
back, leaving the family with unstable finances. Cleo, in her free time, goes out with a
friend where she meets Fermin, their relationship culminating into Cleo’s pregnancy
and Fermin’s leaving. Both men leave, never to return.
The differences in class and race, through not verbally mentioned by Cuaron, take on
a visual depiction where the upper middle class Sofia has friends, relatives, domestic
workers to fall back on; whereas Cleos goes silent.

Link:
https://feminisminindia.com/2019/01/28/roma-netflix-review/?
fbclid=IwAR1FpnhmA2QaJvgCBkd9EG6aqX1bKHOAJNOYPyOQYII6UKnDEbr-kK_2VCU

THE LINKS BETWEEN RACIALIZED
AND GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

Like so many Asian Americans, I was shattered by the shooting rampage that killed
six Asian women and two other people on March 17. Grief turned to rage when
Cherokee County Sheriff’s Office Captain Jay Baker announced, “The suspect did take
responsibility for the shootings … but he does claim that it was not racially motivated.”
That statement rested on a false and dangerous assumption — that targeting women
viewed as sexual “temptations” could not be racist. But women of color so often live at
the intersection of harm caused by racism, sexism, and other forms of discrimination.
The Atlanta shootings and the recent rise in anti-Asian hate incidents, almost 70
percent of which were committed against Asian women, are only the latest examples.
Recognizing that racialized and gender-based violence are deeply intertwined, rooted
in prejudice and discrimination, is just a starting point. But without this
understanding, there is little hope that we can actually address and prevent violence
experienced by those who are most marginalized in our society.

Link:
https://www.aclu.org/news/racial-justice/the-links-between-racialized-and-genderbased-violence/

POSITIVE IMPACT OF
INTERSECTIONALITY IN
ADVERTISING

The report examines the impact of intersectionality in advertising across four
countries (Japan, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States) revealing that
advertising that represents people across a variety of social categorizations resonates
with all consumers. This marks the second installment of the ‘Beyond Gender' study;
the first report released in 2018 centered on how gender intersects with cultural
contexts and forms of discrimination in Brazil, India, and South Africa. Convened by
UN Women, the Unstereotype Alliance is a thought and action platform that seeks to
eradicate harmful stereotypes from advertising and media.
Sara Denby, Head of the Unstereotype Alliance Secretariat, UN Women, said: “This
unique study not only demonstrates that advertising has the ability to drive positive
social change, but that fully representative and inclusive portrayals of people in all
their unique complexities is good for business in every market. The distinct findings
across the countries underscores the importance of approaching intersectionality
through a culturally-nuanced lens, both in terms of representation, and the
consideration of people’s experiences and feelings in each community.”
Link:
https://www.ipsos.com/en-nl/positive-impact-intersectionality-advertising?
fbclid=IwAR2czkcAj8-sgp79R0Dvu8MvRgUkMbfZjiWJyisMEHnpLeKUw1rTIaSCZsQ

ISLAM AND FEMINISM ARE NOT MUTUALLY
EXCLUSIVE, AND FAITH CAN BE AN
IMPORTANT LIBERATOR

Islam is not unique in having theological interpretations that centre on men.
Christian, Jewish and Buddhist women (and men) have grappled with the overt and
covert sexism within their own sacred texts and traditions in numerous ways. This is
because where there are people there is often sexism, and sexism within societies is
frequently echoed by, and transplanted on to, social institutions: the law, politics and,
of course, religion.
We cannot help but bring our own biases and experiences to the world we interpret.
So, when religious texts are viewed through the sexist (or racist or pacifist or
neoliberal or pluralist or anything else) lens of the reader, the outcome is obvious.

Link:
https://theconversation.com/islam-and-feminism-are-notmutually-exclusive-and-faith-can-be-an-important-liberator77086?
fbclid=IwAR0vSnRFbe_1skbk0qAu7V4jfvmYUGnP8VRg4TgFbl85
RJZI92XgyhDarrs

AN INTERSECTIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON
ACCESS TO HIV-RELATED HEALTHCARE FOR
TRANSGENDER WOMEN

Transgender women experience decreased access to HIV-related healthcare relative to
cisgender people, in part due to pervasive transphobia in healthcare. This perspective
describes intersectionality as a salient theoretical approach to understanding this
disparity, moving beyond transphobia to explore how intersecting systems of
oppression, including cisnormativity, sexism/transmisogyny, classism, racism, and HIVrelated, gender nonconformity, substance use, and sex work stigma influence HIVrelated healthcare access for transgender women living with HIV. This perspective
concludes with a discussion of how intersectionality-informed studies can be
enhanced through studying underexplored intersections and bringing attention to
women's resiliency and empowerment.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5685282/?
fbclid=IwAR0dZhda0KeMhGiPfU1P6u7Fcu9XTi5sh1Vk3p398rllHywn6reQPFjcPI

‘RECOGNIZING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
US’: CONFESSIONS OF A COMMUNICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL ON LAGGING
INTERSECTIONALITY

It has been 18 months since countless companies in advertising, marketing and
beyond laid out diversity, equity and inclusion plans in response to the social justice
protests of 2020. But for some, there’s another vertical missing in these plans of
action: intersectionality.
Industry professionals have acknowledged there’s more to be done than simply
checking off a box and publishing diversity statistics, as chronicled in previous Digiday
reporting. In this edition of our Confessions series, in which we exchange anonymity
for honesty, an LGBTQ-identifying communication specialist talks about why
intersectionality is the missing piece of the DE&I puzzle.

Link:
https://digiday.com/marketing/recognizing-the-differencesbetween-us-confessions-of-a-communications-professional-onlagging-intersectionality/

HOW CAN WE APPLY FEMINIST
INTERSECTIONALITY TO DIGITAL HEALTH
RESEARCH?

Although digital tools have the potential to make care more accessible and convenient
for many, there are some groups who may be missing out on the full benefits of
innovation: women and particularly low-income women of colour.
In a viewpoint article recently published in the Lancet titled The need for feminist
intersectionality in digital health, the authors summarize intersectional feminism as a
framework to understand and investigate how gender intersects with race, ethnicity,
income, geography, and other social factors to influence “experiences of
marginalization, social disadvantage, and poorer healthcare outcomes

Link:
https://whri.org/how-can-we-apply-feminist-intersectionality-indigital-health-research/?
fbclid=IwAR2VtK4lMCQuZMrS4a3_CE3hSnsD43sr3htweNvbsQur
46ORz4whRMl1F1E

HOW SET IT OFF
RAKED IT UP

As we seek to both acknowledge and amend the erasure of Black bodies and Black
experience from the history of cinema, it is vitally important to bring to the forefront
those bodies and experiences that have customarily been least visible within this
already marginalized demographic. While Black stars have been essential in the
formation of Black cultural histories and reflective of Black identities both on- and
offscreen, it is no surprise — given the structural effects of racism and its insidious
synthesis with the workings of cisheterosexism within dominant film production and
culture — that there is a dearth of mainstream Hollywood films that reflect the
experiences of Black women, femmes, and the various intersecting communities
which hold space for them.

https://tiff.net/the-review/how-set-it-off-raked-it-up?
fbclid=IwAR0LSbcCWs9cfvnS5SlDQVYI6NMSlMbOTo94UPauWoRlbm30lC3tHL_cogg

HOW TO DO
INTERSECTIONALITY

Over the last five years, intersectionality has become a buzzword and an
accountability standard for social change organizations and leaders. It is so commonly
used that a recent look at #intersectionality results on Twitter reveal everyone from
the United Nations Development Programme to IBM claiming it. But there’s also
much confusion about what it means and how to practice it. Two patterns especially
trouble me – conflating the word “intersectional” with the word “identity,” and
applying intersectional analysis inconsistently. There are lots of great examples of
intersectional organizing for us to learn from, and the pay off can be profound when
we get it right.

https://narrativeinitiative.org/blog/how-to-do-intersectionality/?
fbclid=IwAR0LcruhT_A79hyNi73rIO6pfIw5QHEvN7q_AHeF0G9MdtrIa40nIxMOgeQ

THE INCONSISTENCY OF AMERICAN
FEMINISM IN THE MUSLIM WORLD

Late in the summer of 2001, a fourteen-year-old named Gigi Ibrahim left her home in
Cairo with her father and sister to start a new life in the United States. They moved in
with family members in Anaheim, California, and Ibrahim enrolled as a freshman at a
nearby Catholic school. She was in her second week of classes when a group of mostly
Saudi hijackers committed the 9/11 attacks, provoking a national spasm of grief and
vengeance that would mark Ibrahim’s introduction to life as an American adolescent.
The day after the towers fell, stern F.B.I. agents upended the Ibrahims’ house while the
family watched in dread. Terrorist tip lines were flooded with calls that week from
jittery Americans. Among the anxious callers were the family’s neighbors, who, the
agents explained, were concerned that a U-Haul had recently been parked outside
their house, and that Ibrahim’s uncle sometimes walked up and down the block late
at night (morning in Cairo), carrying on animated phone conversations in Arabic.

https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-inconsistency-of-americanfeminism-in-the-muslim-world?
fbclid=IwAR1F9eZ_CZ4BHB1ezhIJewffWLQ5scZwfbTDt59FpRQ6gmy7nM3BHqki1aQ

INDIA’S HIJRAS FIND THEMSELVES
FURTHER MARGINALIZED AMID THE
PANDEMIC

Despite recent liberalization and legal progress towards protecting gender and
sexuality identification, India’s hijra community continues to live on the margins of
society, particularly amid the COVID-19 pandemic. The word “hijra” is an umbrella term
used to describe the socio-religious group of typically transgender women and
intersex people who have long been part of South Asia’s cultural tapestry.
Although the terms are often used interchangeably, “hijra” and “transgender” are not
synonymous, as hijras occupy a space in the region’s ancient religious traditions that
modern, globalized conceptions of transgenderism do not. During colonial rule in
India, imposed Victorian morality introduced ruthless policing on what colonial
authorities deemed aberrant gender and sexual expression, thereby villainizing and
ostracizing the hijra community.

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/indias-hijras-find-themselvesfurther-marginalized-amid-the-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR0FhUYFo57Igz8R1pi9tWqRB-HogACOwDGGh4gQ25ibZapvTR8hZj0644

FAMILIES OF MISSING AND MURDERED NATIVE
WOMEN ASK: ‘WHERE’S THE ATTENTION
FOR OURS?’

Thecase of missing 22-year-old Gabby Petito came to a tragic conclusion this week
when the FBI reported her body had been found in a national park in Wyoming. And
just as they had been during the frantic search for the young woman, news
organizations and social media platforms across the US were buzzing with the terrible
update.
The saga highlighted the incredible power of media attention to showcase a missing
person’s case and help it reach some type of timely resolution, no matter how dire,
though the search for Petito’s killer continues. But for many in the Indigenous
community, it also further emphasized the lack of attention and resources too often
given to the scores of missing and murdered Native people in Wyoming and the rest
of the country.

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/indiashijras-find-themselves-further-marginalized-amid-thepandemic/?fbclid=IwAR0FhUYFo57Igz8R1pi9tWqRB-HogACOwDGGh4gQ25ibZapvTR8hZj0644

WITH RACIAL ATTACKS ON THE RISE,
ASIAN AMERICANS FEAR FOR THEIR SAFETY

In the Bay Area of Northern California there has been a spike in hate-driven violence
against Asian Americans. A 64-year-old grandma assaulted and robbed in San Jose. A
52-year-old Asian American woman was shot in the head with a flare gun in Oakland.
All of it feels too close to home for Lisa Lu, a new mom who lives in the Bay Area.
"I felt like during the height of the pandemic it didn't feel safe for me to go outside,
and I was actually pregnant for most of the pandemic," Lu says. "So that was
especially scary, like the thought of me going anywhere and being attacked and
anything happening to my baby."
According to a new poll from NPR, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and the
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, 1 in 4 Asian Americans feared — in the past
few months — that members of their household would be attacked or threatened
because of their race or ethnicity. More than 20% of Native American and Black
households also expressed this fear.

https://choice.npr.org/index.html?
origin=https://www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2021/10/13/1045746655/1-in-4-asian-americans-recentlyfeared-their-household-being-targeted-poll-finds?
t=1639650212763&fbclid=IwAR3h6LduQHJd1hy5KkKTuPNee71B15
h_B-k7HG3sLoIrlBoiTpbLob97Wp0

HERE’S HOW ORGANIZATIONS CAN PUT
INTERSECTIONALITY TO WORK

In recent years there has been much discussion about the impact that racial, genderbased and class-based discrimination and discriminatory practices have on society. Dr.
Kimberlé Crenshaw has been one of the leaders in this field. She first coined the term
‘intersectionality’ which she defined as the complex, cumulative way in which the
effects of multiple forms of discrimination combine, overlap, or intersect, especially in
the experiences of marginalized individuals or groups.
“Intersectionality is a lens through which you can see where power comes and
collides, where it interlocks and intersects”, Crenshaw has said. “It’s not simply that
there’s a race problem here, a gender problem here, and a class or LBGTQ problem
there. Many times, that framework erases what happens to people who are subject to
all of these things."

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/10/here-s-howorganizations-put-intersectionality-to-work/?
fbclid=IwAR3ipe3xZGAOeRIvbMqmhnVgEV6QB_TqBijkQDDUW
GzRrUoOOsHi4vZ8Oq4

ACADEMIC RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
Crenshaw, Kimberle (1989) "Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black
Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist
Politics,"University of Chicago Legal Forum: Vol. 1989 , Article 8.
Available at: https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/uclf/vol1989/iss1/8

VIDEOS AND OTHER RESOURCES
What Is Intersectionality?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1islM0ytkE

Kimberle Crenshaw: What is intersectionality?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViDtnfQ9FHc

Black Feminism, Intersectionality and Democratic Possibilities
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qU10tQ_rHo&t=3983s

THROUGH
THE LENS OF
THE OTHER
ABOUT THE PROJECT
“Through the Lens of the Other”
(TLO) introduced and explored new
ways
of
understanding
and
addressing discrimination in Europe.
In the course of the past three years,
approximately
100
individuals
belonging to diverse marginalised
groups
and
communities
collaborated for the successful
conclusion of the project. Local
working groups played the key role
in
empowering
individuals,
reinforcing
the
agency
of
marginalised groups and enhancing
their willingness to engage in social
affairs. Placed in a trans-local context,
TLO raised awareness on the
victimisation of vulnerable group

groups and promoted positive attitudes
towards discriminated groups, thus
embracing diversity as a positive aspect
in life. It reduced prejudice and
promoted social integration thus
fostering inclusion of marginalised
people and promoting integration and
cohesion among EU member states
regarding rights and freedoms.

BACKGROUND
Critical theories in social sciences
explain, through the concept of
intersectionality, how oppressive social
beliefs and structures (xenophobia,
sexism, homophobia, ableism, ageism,
etc.) are interconnected; systemic
oppression cannot be understood or
addressed with single-issue approaches
as they tend to accentuate a specific
part of the target groups’ identity and,
thus, perpetuate otherness. Co-existing
multiple
identities
demand
an
approach to integration that is holistic
and sensitive to different experiences.
Discrimination due to gender, sexuality,
race, culture, physical ability, ethnicity,
religion and nationality are the main
aspects that the project centers upon.
Discrimination affects the life pattern
and
the
social
and
economic
development of the people affected
and can be expressed in different
terms. Apart from the marginalisation,
that is the main pressure on the
persons’ social development

development, discrimination can be
detected in the exclusion of the
aforementioned people from equal
treatment by institutions (e.g. unequal
access
to
democratic
rights,
discrimination in the workplace, access
to the labor market). The common
element in these discriminations is the
process of othering, that is, of viewing
people around you as inherently and
essentially different, based on their
belonging to one certain group.
Shedding light onto this structure,
outlining how it is a common process in
all discriminations and operationalising
the analytical framework though nonformal learning activities, works as a
step towards tackling it. To this end,
youth workers (who are among the
target groups of the TLO project) need
to be equipped and strategically placed
for navigating through challenging
situations, embracing diversity and
complexity as positive aspects of life.

ACTIVITIES, METHODS &
DELIVERABLES
TLO’s analytical framework has been
operationalised through non-formal
learning (learning by doing, peer
learning, learning through arts) and
different other tools that enriched the
methodology in the course of the
project

project. The power of the image played
a key role in sensitising the public on
issues of discrimination. 14 audio-visual
products (short films) were created by
the project teams, translated in English
and screened for different local
communities

communities across 10 countries and 16
communities and as a separate section
of the Positively Different short film
festival (PDSFF) organised by Inter Alia
in 2020.
The learning process resulted in online,
open access educational material on
intersectionality

intersectionality,
advocacy
and
campaigning. Project teams produced
policy
recommendations
for
the
integration of marginalised groups
resulting
from
deliberation
with
youngsters, youth professionals, policy
makers, local communities, and other
stakeholders.

THE PARTNERSHIP
Inter Alia
Athens, GREECE
Inter Alia is a non-profit organisation aiming for the creation of an inclusive and active
European civil society, promoting communication between European people and
active participation in decision-making processes through collective action.
https://interaliaproject.com/

PRISM - Impresa Sociale
Palermo, ITALY
PRISM - Impresa Sociale is a non-profit organization with the mission to create
opportunities for the inclusive advancement of societies, communities, and individuals
- operating as a qualified development agent.
https://www.prismonline.eu/it/impresa-sociale/

Cross Culture International Foundation
MALTA
Cross Culture International Foundation (CCIF Malta) works toward the prevention and
elimination of trafficking in persons through awareness raising, direct service
coordination, capacity building and collaboration with key stakeholders, in order to
enhance international understanding, integration and inclusion.
https://maltacvs.org/voluntary/cross-culture-international-foundation/

Eğitim Programları ve Evrensel ve Kültürel Aktiviteler Derneği – EPEKA
Sinop, TURKEY
Eğitim Programları ve Evrensel ve Kültürel Aktiviteler Derneği – EPEKA is an NGO. It
aims to integrate creators of contents from the fields of culture, art, education,
science, and technology in activities that focus on international integration and
cooperation with organisations and institutions at local, regional and national level.
https://epeka.org.tr/en/

Thessaloniki Pride
Thessaloniki, GREECE
Thessaloniki Pride is a civil society organisation with the goal of promoting the
visibility of sexual orientation minorities and gender minorities, as well as supporting
equality and human rights in the greater area of Thessaloniki.
https://thessalonikipride.com/en/

Instutute für Roma und Minderheiten Integration e.V
Wuppertal, GERMANY
Institute for Roma and Minorities Integration works on participation, equality and
inclusion of the most vulnerable groups such as Roma and on the integration of other
ethnic minorities.
https://www.facebook.com/info.irm/

EU Diaspora Council (EDC)
Stockholm, SWEDEN
EU Diaspora Council is a non- profit organization that organizes and promotes
volunteering activities at local, national and international level, in order to enhance
social, entrepreneurial, communication skills, as well as multilingualism of youth
through non-formal education.
http://eudiasporacouncil.org/

Power of Humanity Foundation (Az emberség erejével)
Pécs, HUNGARY
Power of Humanity Foundation is non-governmental organization that places
emphasis on innovation and adaptability in education programs. The main goal is to
strengthen social inclusion by supporting oppressed, discriminated groups and
sensitize the majority within the society.
https://www.emberseg.hu/en/

Free Youth Centre FYC
Vidin, BULGARIA
FREE YOUTH CENTRE is a non-profit non-governmental association. Its mission is to
support the personal development of young people in Vidin and Northwestern
Bulgaria, as free citizens in a democratic society through involving them in
educational programs and community activities.
https://www.fyc-vidin.org/abouten.html

A.R.T. FUSION Association
Bucharest, ROMANIA
A.R.T. FUSION Association works to create and offer innovative and participatory
learning experiences in order for everyone to contribute in a responsible way to the
positive transformation of their communities both locally and globally.
https://en.artfusion.ro/

EU15 Ltd.
Anlaby, UK
EU15 are experts in the development of e-learning solutions and bespoke training
platform development. EU15 offers a full range of advisory and support services for all

all types of organisations and their staff, focusing on robotics, Artificial Intelligence, 3D
printing and entrepreneurship.
https://eu15.co.uk/

Sirius Training CIC
London, UK
Sirius Training is a company dedicated to professional training, EU project
management, work experience and training for all ages. It organises professional
development courses, for people involved in education who want to acquire new
competences.
http://siriustraining.org.uk/

Fundació Catalunya Voluntària
Barcelona, SPAIN
Fundació Catalunya Voluntària offers training opportunities through volunteer and
international mobility programs for young people that facilitate social cohesion and
intercultural learning.
https://www.catalunyavoluntaria.cat/en/
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